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Abstract. It has been conjectured that the gravitational collapse of sufficiently prolate vacuum 
axisymmetric gravitational waves (Brill waves) may violate cosmic censorship. Improving on earlier 
work by Garfinkle and Duncan, I present a numerical evolution of such a prolate initial data set that 
does form an apparent horizon. Related advances in the construction of axisymmetric constrained 
evolution schemes are also discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the major outstanding problems in classical general relativity is the validity of 
the cosmic censorship conjecture [1], which states that the future development of generic 
initial data does not contain any naked singularities. Various candidates for a violation 
of this conjecture have been proposed. A particularly simple example are asymptotically 
flat axisymmetric vacuum spacetimes containing gravitational waves, the so-called Brill 
waves [2]. Abrahams et al. [3] constructed numerically a sequence of increasingly 
prolate Brill wave initial data sets. None of these contained an apparent horizon but 
it appeared that the curvature could take on arbitrarily large values. Hence the authors 
conjectured that sufficiently prolate Brill wave initial data would evolve to form a naked 
singularity. Garfinkle and Duncan [4] performed a numerical evolution of one of these 
highly prolate initial data sets. They found indications that an apparent horizon would 
form eventually, but were unable to evolve long enough. In Sec. 4 I present a numerical 
evolution of the same initial data all the way up to the formation of an apparent horizon. 
It follows [5] that an event horizon exists, so that cosmic censorship is satisfied. 

This extended numerical evolution was made possible by an improved understanding 
of constrained evolution schemes, whereby the Einstein constraint equations are solved 
at each time step - the approach that has been adopted in most previous work on 
axisymmetric gravitational collapse [4, 6]. As I shall show in Sec. 3, these earlier 
schemes contained certain indefinite elliptic equations. Such equations admit potentially 
nonunique solutions and cause problems when attempting to solve them numerically 
(Sec. 2). In Sec. 3 I sketch an improved scheme that does not suffer from this problem. 

For further details on this work, the reader is referred to Ref. [7]. Similar ideas 
have recently been applied to a fully (3 + l)-dimensional (i.e. without symmetries) 
constrained evolution scheme [8]; see also I. Cordero-Carrion's talk at this conference. 
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2. ( IN)DEFINITE E L L I P T I C EQUATIONS 

The elliptic equations encountered in the axisymmetric constrained evolution schemes 
discussed below in Sec. 3 are essentially of the quasi-Helmholtz type 

lm+F{u)=f\ (1) 

where u G M ,̂ A is the flat-space Laplace operator, and F and / are smooth functions. 
Suppose Mo is a given solution and consider a small perturbation of it, M = MQ + 5u. 
Taylor-expanding, F{u) « F{uo)+F'{uo)5u. Hence for M to be a solution of Eq. (1) as 
well, we must have 

A5u+F'{uo)5u = 0. (2) 

By the maximum principle, this only has the trivial solution 5u = 0 ifF'{uo) < 0. In this 
case Eq. (1) is linearization stable, a necessary criterion for uniqueness of solutions. If 
F'{u) < 0 for all u then Eq. (1) is said to be definite, otherwise it is indefinite. 

Apart from potentially admitting non-unique solutions, indefinite elliptic equations 
also lead to a loss of convergence of numerical solvers based on classical relaxation 
methods such as the Gauss-Seidel method (see Ref. [7] for details). 

3 . AN I M P R O V E D C O N S T R A I N E D E V O L U T I O N S C H E M E 

For the case where the Killing vector is hypersurface orthogonal, the line element of an 
axisymmetric spacetime can be written in cylindrical polar coordinates t,r,z, (p as 

ds^ = -a^dt^ + \ir\e^''^[{dr-ji''6tf + {6z-ji'dtf]+r^d(l)^}. (3) 

Here a is the lapse, ji^ the shift (A = r,z), yr the conformal factor, and S represents 
the dynamical degree of freedom. We have imposed quasi-isotropic gauge jrz = 0 and 
Yrr = Yzz on the spatial metric 7. Preservation of this gauge condition implies 

/3+ = /3V + /3''^ = 2aX^„ ^- = ^\r-^\z = -aU, (4) 

where K^r and U = K^z — K^r are components of the extrinsic curvature. In addition one 
usually imposes maximal slicing^', = 0 (;' = r,z, (p); preservation of this condition under 
the time evolution implies an elliptic equation for the lapse. 

[ i ( f /+irff )2 + i( -2ai / /V"^[i(f /+irff)2 + i(rff)2 + (^^,)2] = 0 , (5) 

where we have also introduced W = {K^r — K'^ii>)/r. As such, Eq. (5) is definite in the 
sense of Sec. 2 because the factor multiplying a in the second line is non-negative. 

In their fully constrained evolution scheme, Choptuik et al. [6] chose to eliminate the 
extrinsic curvature variables K^r and U in favor of (first derivatives of) the shift using 
Eq. (4), thus obtaining an equation of the form 

arr + a^z + . . . - w^Q^'^a-^ [|/32 +1/3^] + . . . = 0. (6) 
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Because of the negative power of a, this equation is indefinite in the sense of Sec. 2. 
Instead of using Eq. (4) to eliminate K^r and IJ, I propose to introduce a new vector r]^ 
obeying 

77+ = 77',r + n'',z = 2ii:^r, ??-= H " / " n',z = "f/- (7) 

Since there is no a dependence in these equations, substituting them in Eq. (5) will not 
destroy the definiteness of that equation. The momentum constraints give rise to a pair 
of elliptic equations for r]^, and then the isotropic gauge conditions (4) are solved for 

A different problem is caused by the Hamiltonian constraint equation, which reads 

^rr + ^fz + ?•" V , r + 5 {{^^) ,rr + {fS) ,zz] 

+ii / /V ' -^[ i ( f /+i r f f )2 + i(rff)2 + (ii:^)2] = 0 . (8) 

This equation is of indefinite type. It can be cured by introducing conformally rescaled 
extrinsic curvature variables (cf. Ref. [9]): 

{K^,U,W} = xif^{K'r,U,W}. (9) 

When Eq. (8) is written in terms of K^r, U and W, the power yr^ is changed into Xjf^^, 
and the equation becomes definite. Instead of the original extrinsic curvature variables, 
the conformally rescaled ones are evolved. The particular value of the exponent of yr in 
Eq. (9) has been chosen so that the momentum constraints decouple from the remaining 
elliptic equations, which then take on a hierarchical structure [7]. 

4. NUMERICAL EVOLUTION OF PROLATE BRILL WAVES 

The new constrained evolution scheme outlined above has been implemented using 
second-order accurate finite differences, a multigrid elliptic solver, Crank-Nicholson 
time integration, combined with (fixed) mesh refinement (see Ref. [7] for details). 

The prolate Brill wave evolution shown here has initial data at a moment of time 
symmetry given by 

S=arexp{-r^/a^-2^/a^) (10) 

with a = 325, Or = 0.128, and cXj = 1.6, corresponding to an ADM mass of MADM ~ 2. 
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the lapse function and the Kretschmann scalar 
/ = R'''"^Rabcd/16 evaluated in the origin, indicating that a singularity is approached but 
that the curvature actually decreases. Figure 2 shows the numerically computed ADM 
mass as well as the mass MAR of the apparent horizon from when it forms att = 3.9. The 
ratio MAH/MADM ~ 0.96. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the coordinate location of the apparent 
horizon when it forms at ? = 3.9 and when the simulation was terminated att = 4.5. 
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FIGURE 1. Lapse function a and Kretschmann scalar/ in the origin. 
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FIGURE 2. Left: ADM mass (solid) and apparent horizon mass (dashed). Right: Coordinate location 
of the apparent horizon when it forms at < = 3.9 (solid), and at < = 4.5 (dashed). 
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